Ionograms are presented which demonstrate that significant improvements in signal· to· noi se can be obtained by re placing the single pulses of a conven ti onal so under by a coded·pulse s ignal.
In an earlier paper [ColI and Storey, 1964 )1 techniques for the application of pulse co mpre ssion to ionosphe ric sounding were discussed. In that paper, the generation and reception of coded-pulse signals were described and some preliminary res ults we re presented. Since that time, the experime ntal equipment has been extended so that swept-frequency ionosphe ric sounding could be carri ed out over oblique paths. It is the purpose of this note to present ionograms that de monstrate that significant improvements in signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained, without degradation of frequency information, by replacing the single pulses of a conventional sound er by coded-pulse signals.
The use of coded-pulse, or pulse compression , signals is one way of increasing the e nergy trans mitte d in sounding signals which is particularly s uited for use with transmitters that are peak-power limited. Essentially, the use of coded-pulse transmissions provides the e nergy increase associated with lengthened pulses while retaining the range resolution of a narrow pulse.
The signals used in these expe riments consisted of binary, and impulse-equivalent, pulse trains, and single pulses with the same peak power. The generation and detection of these pulse sequences was described in the previous paper.
The sounding system is shown in figure 1 . The pertinent parameters used were as follows: For contras t, a nd demon s tration purposes, each coded-pulse transmission was followed by a single pulse tran smission and separate ionograms were produced from eac h. The displays were qualitatively adjusted by personnel experie nced in the production of ionograms, to achieve a balance betwee n signals and noise. The sounding trials were carried out over a 1000 km path between Ottawa, Ont., and Halifax, N.S.
The advantage of a binary pulse train over a single pulse is demonstrated in figure 2 . Two features are of interest: the clarity with which the F 2 -MUF may be seen, and the 2-hop F2 propagated signal apparent between 3 and 5 MHz.
The advantage of an impulse-equivalent, or Huffman, pulse train over a single pulse is demonstrated in figure 3 . The improveme nt in signal-to-n oise ratio is again significant. In thi s case there are two 2-hop traces.
As an added experiment [Coll, Storey, and P e arce, 1965)2 the normal match ed filte r 'was replaced by the digital matched filte r shown in figure 4 . A comparison between the ionogram produced by the analog matched filter and that produced by the digital matc hed filter able to ie;nore this noise in favor of signals, and simple digital processing could remove most of it without disturbing the signal.
(ii) There is an increased probability of detection, as shown by the signals apparent between 4.5 and 6.5 MHz_ (iii) The characteristic bands of noise, representing powerful signals, do not appear on the digital ionogram. The result is pleasing to the eye, however the high noise on these frequencies tends to destroy the signals, and the effect is equivalent to a fast-acting AGe or squelch.
(iv) The ionogram is produced by digital (two-level) signals. There are no problems with display saturation, and the digital signals may be fed directly to a digital computer for further processing and analysis. is presented in figure 5 . There are several points about the digital reception: 
